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StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for
Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,

REFORM Cutter 100
The powerful professional flail mower

Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.
StockerCrew's primary regard
is quality; an element essential
to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation
and customer satisfaction.

Thanks to the continuously variable hydrostatic travel drive in the Reform Cutter 100 you can set your
speed to match working conditions, without letting go of the handle bar, via the smooth finger rake on
the mechanical travelling adjustment or by using the convenient rocker switch on the electro hydraulic
travel drive adjustment. This means that you can change from forward to reverse without interrupting
the travel drive. This is useful, especially on rough and difficult terrain. Fine tuneable, mechanically
operated hydraulic steering valves ensure perfect steering of the machine in every situation.
The cutting height adjustment is via the amply dimensioned front wheels, with optional rigidity assembly.
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The flail mower with a working width of 100 cm is equipped with a hefty rotor shaft with 6 mm Y blades
and a robust, spacious flail hood. This facilitates a high throughput and fine chopping. The height
adjustment, which ranges from 45 to 100 cm, is operated via the front wheels.
An ergonomic and clearly laid out work station. The controls are ideally located and easy to operate. The
handle bar is of course vertically and laterally adjustable without tools. This means that the controls are
ergonomically adjustable, even in ditches or alongside obstacles.
There is an optional rigidity assembly available, which ensures that the front wheels can only be steered
straight ahead in the contour line or in the direction of slope. The Reform Cutter 100 can be equipped
with the high grip 5.010 AS tyres or the soil friendly 21x11.008 Terra tyres.
Alongside the smooth implement clutch, the Cutter 100's drive unit is also equipped with a quick stop
device, which brings the rotor shaft to an immediate standstill as soon as the drive is switched off,
ensuring high operational safety. The flail unit with 6mm Y blades has been constructed for professional
use and can cope with the thickest vegetation.

Demonstrator Clearance

Demonstration machine used twice and presents as new.
Reform Cutter 100

$19,900.00

Twin rubber 5.0  10 extra wheels

$991.60

Steel cage wheels

$1,241.00
RRP $22,132.60

Demonstrator Clearance Discount 47%

$10,402.32

1 Only Available at

$11,730.00 + GST

Contact StockerCrew for further information.

Telephone: (02) 4954 8900
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Email: sales@stockercrew.com.au
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